
Chase fraudsters out of your voice network. 
Prevent long-distance theft, voice spam, and 
social engineering schemes.

VOICE IPS



The Voice IPS proactively prevents 
financial damages resulting from phone 
fraud intrusions into your telecom 
network via real-time call termination 
when established call-pattern thresholds 
are exceeded during specified hourly, daily, 
weekend, or weekly time intervals. The Voice 
IPS provides constant 24 hour by 365 day 
monitoring vigilance across your TDM and 
VoIP/UC traffic.

Voice IPS policies target calling patterns 
and attack/abuse signatures to proactively 
detect and prevent toll fraud and spam, 
phone-based social engineering and 
information theft, service abuse, and other 
anomalous activity on the voice network. 
Real-time thresholds can be established for 
various service types, such as long distance 
or international calls, and can be triggered 
by call count, cumulative duration or accrued 
toll charges.

The Voice IPS can terminate malicious 
or abusive call activity in real-time, 
limiting an organization’s financial 
exposure to toll fraud and other forms 
of voice fraud. The application also includes 
a real-time viewer, which displays current 
call counts, cumulative duration, and total 
toll charges for configured policy rules. An 
integrated call/toll usage analysis toolkit 
baselines historical and expected call activity 
and expenses so you can set appropriate call 
pattern thresholds.

The ETM® Voice IPS (Intrusion Prevention System) provides 
real-time detection and/or prevention of threatening, 
abusive, or operationally impacting call patterns across 
your TDM and VoIP voice network, including toll fraud, 
contact center fraud and other forms of phone-based 
social engineering attacks, voice spam, service abuse, and 
other pattern-based attacks and misuse.



Reduce financial losses, stolen information, 
and legal risk associated with all types of 
voice fraud.

TOLL FRAUD

SOCIAL ENGINEERING & 
INFORMATION THEFT

VOICE SPAM & RESTRICTED 
CALLS

PRODUCTIVITY & BUSINESS 
OPERATIONS

COMPLIANCE

SECURITY & OPERATIONAL 
INVESTIGATIONS

TOLL EXPENSE MANAGEMENT

Reduce financial losses from external LD theft by detecting, alerting, and/or 
blocking toll fraud attacks in real-time for all inbound or outbound TDM or VoIP 
call traffic.

Place a hard limit on financial exposure to potential toll fraud attacks or service 
abuse with protection thresholds that alert and/or block LD call counts or 
cumulative toll charges across a span or group of spans.

Protect your enterprise from threats and financial losses by preventing phone-
based social engineering fraud against corporate call center personnel, staff, or 
patients/customers to steal funds or confidential information.

Alert and block groups and patterns of calls from computer auto-dial voice 
spammers and other abusive, automated inbound callers.

Improve business operations and reduce legal risk by alerting key call patterns of 
interest or business operation anomalies such as:
• Absence of call activity on key resource lines.
• Excessive unanswered calls to key resource lines.
• Lower than anticipated inbound or outbound call activity on key resource lines.

Strengthen regulatory compliance measures by securing private customer 
information from phone-based identity and information theft.

Detect and alert anomalous calling patterns that can be signatures for fraud 
attacks or service abuse, and track other key calling patterns of a business 
operations interest.

Monitor corporate toll charges in real-time with up-to-the-minute costs for long 
distance, intra-state, or international calls or any usage-based service.

PROBLEM VOICE IPS SOLUTION



Real-time, policy tools to identify call patterns and 
actions to be taken.

SAMPLE VOICE IPS POLICY

Voice IPS policy rules identify call patterns 
to be monitored and actions to be taken. 
The above policy automatically terminates 
after-hours international or long-distance calls 
above a defined threshold (Rule 1), A drop 
in outbound sales activity during business 
hours generates a real-time alert (Rule 2), an 
excessive number of calls from a known set 
of suspect VoIP exchanges to the call center 
triggers an email to the fraud department 
(Rule 3) and an excessive number of inbound 
modem calls to maintenance ports, which may 
indicate an attack, triggers an email (Rule 4).

COST, COUNT, AND DURATION THRESHOLDS

Thresholds are configured for each rule and 
can specify call counts, cumulative duration 
or accrued toll charges. For toll charges, you 
specify the billing plan to use for pricing 
the calls. The interval setting establishes the 
timeframe during which the thresholds apply—
hourly, daily, weekly, weekend, etc.



SecureLogix.com

Real-time, enterprise-wide, threshold violation 
alerting and prevention policies for voice/UC 
fraud and other anomalies.

FUNCTIONALITY

Rule-Based Policy GUI

Enterprise-Wide 
Usage Policy 
Enforcement

Granular Service 
Monitoring

Real-time Viewer Tool

Real-Time Alerts and 
Call Termination

Flexible Termination 
Actions

Policies are constructed of individual rules through an easy-to-use 
graphical user interface similar to those in industry-standard IP firewalls.

Threshold-based usage monitoring allows you to secure and control 
which types of inbound or outbound call activity is allowed, terminated 
or alerted based on call counts, cumulative call duration, or accrued call 
charges (tolls).

Policies can alert and control call activity based on service types, (long 
distance, international, intra-state, etc.) and/or any combination of policy 
fields (source and destination numbers, call direction, duration, and time 
of day).

The policy viewer displays current call counts, cumulative durations and 
accrued toll charges for all of the configured thresholds in each rule, 
offering an up-to-the-minute view into the status of each Voice IPS 
policy.

IPS policies can be configured to fire real-time threshold-exceeded 
alerts via console message, email, and /or SNMP trap. Rules can also be 
configured to automatically terminate restricted call activity.

Rules can be configured to terminate active and future calls that match a 
rule that has exceeded (breached) its threshold, or only future calls that 
match the breached rule.

FEATURE
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